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Tesla monitors

Thin Line Elegant Design



Tesla monitors

Thin Line Elegant Design

Full circle design

Powerful Tesla monitors are designed from top to 
bottom, back and front, in order to meet a wide range of 
possible user requirements, which results in perfect 
picture output, viewed from any angle.



A lot of free space

Thin display body not only brings beauty to your home or 
working space with its concise and agile appearance, but it 
gets rid of different constraints and frees the ambience in 
accordance with your desires and imagination.



Fluid Synchronization

Advanced frame synchronization is enabled by AMD FreeSync Technology. Screen tearing 
becomes a thing of past, while gaming experience is lifted on another level.



Bezel is integrated with the screen

New generation of displays enables boundless vision, through the integration of slender 
bezel and powerful screen, that breaks boundaries and redefines the criteria of enjoyment.



A drawbench at your convenience

Small, but important detail as a simple, elegant and convenient back drawbench process 
enables those delicate adjustments which are needed from time to time, for achieving the 

full fruition of the watching experience. 

Screw-free design

Tesla monitors present avant-garde of manufacturing trends. Elegant minimalism is brought 
with a screw-free technology that elevates the beauty and appearance of monitor, which 

now looks like it is all made of one.   



Ingenuity is simple

When it comes to technology, unneeded complexity 
often implies imperfections. Full designer solution for 
Tesla displays means that a concept of the classic 
square is applied, which eliminates unnecessary 
elements, brings durability, and allows further 
advancements of design through the concise 
ultra-narrow frame and circular base integration. 



Model 24MT600BF 27MT600BF

Basic Information

Special Mechanical Function

Panel Specification

Connectors

Product Type

Power Supply

Power Consumption (On)

Power Consumption (Standby)

Mechanical Dimension

Net Weight With Stand

Net Weight Without Stand

Gross Weight With Packaging

Flat E-LED Monitor

DC 12V 2A Adaptor

18W

≤0.5W

L540.2 × H395 × D195 (mm)

3.0 kg

2.8 kg

3.7 kg

Flat E-LED Monitor

DC 12V 3.5A Adaptor

40W

≤0.5W

L614.8 × H438 × D215 (mm)

3.4 kg

3.1 kg

4.8 kg

Tilt Angle

Stand Tilt

Kensington Lock

VESA Mounting

-5/+20

Left-Right ≤5mm

Yes

75 mm x 75 mm

-5/+20

Left-Right ≤5mm

Yes

75 mm x 75 mm

HDMI

VGA

DC Adaptor

1

1

1

1

1

1

Yes YesAMD FreeSync 

Aspect Ratio

Panel Size

Display Resolution

Brightness

Contrast Ratio

Response Time

Viewing Angle

Refresh Rate

Colour

16:9

23.8“

FullHD (1920×1080@75Hz)

250 cd/m2

4000:1

5 ms

Typ.178°/Typ.178°(CR≥10)

75Hz

8 bit

16:9

27“

FullHD (1920×1080@75Hz)

250 cd/m2

4000:1

5 ms

Typ.178°/Typ.178°(CR≥10)

75Hz

8 bit


